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Apologia et Petitio: 
An Editorial 
Swan bow out singing. A an ed itor of ~or!s, I ·uppose my best 
exit would be writing. And so my thank go out to al l who have helped 
make the Quarterly what it is: first, Dr. Pecck, lack ing whose assistance 
as faculty moderator the magatine would never have made it appointed 
round with either printer or readers; and secondl y, the many others 
who ha ve contrib uted to the publication. be their contribution by word 
of mouth or pen. 
But that is not the point at i~sue. The que tion is rather, ju t what 
is the Carroll Quarlerly? 
It has recently been uggested that: first, no one reads the Quarlerly; 
and second, the few that do read it , read with reservations. Let me 
reply that the Quarterly's circulation totals about two thousand copies, 
a ll of which are distributed, and that consequently the magazine does 
seem to possess an audience. However, whether that audience reads or 
not is another question . 
lt was to help answer this question that I accepted the editor hip 
of the Quarterly last fall. My concept of the publicat ion was then what 
it is now, and that concept is reprinted on the title page of every issue: 
namely, " the Carroll Quarterly is publi hed by an undergraduate staff 
at John Carroll University to encourage literary expression among tu-
dents, alumni, and faculty."' The challenge facing me, then, was to edit 
a magazine that would do just that: encourage literary expression among 
students, alumni, and faculty. The difficulty in answering that challenge, 
however, was precisely the object ion levied above: if no one read the 
Quarterly, then why should anyone - in hi right mind - want to write 
for it? Each issue of the Quarterly was an attempt to meet that challenge 
and answer that difficulty; for each i sue of the Quarterly was, at the 
time and under the circumstances of publicat ion, the best po sible issue 
that could then be printed. 
The reasoning was as follow : if the Quarterly subjected the de-
mands of quantity to those of quality and publ ished on ly the best ma-
terial, then the magazine itself would assure not only that it was read 
but also that it received contribution . In turn, given increased contribu-
tion, the Quarterly could become even more selective and print only 
material of even higher quality, thus ass uring to an increasingly greater 
degree its worth both as a source of pleasure to its readers and as a 
source of recognition for its writers. 
As a result, a policy of req uesting one article each issue from the 
faculty was adopted to stimul ate interest in that area, and a program 
of "series" articles was originated to provide the magazine with a sense 
of continuity. Articles from Dr. Pecek, Mr. Cotter, and Dr. Hampsch 
were the outcome, plus two eries of three articles each on both music 
and literature, thus striving to achieve variety in unity throughout each 
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number of the yea r's volu me. Morco,cr, selection of ~ubmittcd materia l 
"as based on the quality of the in divid ual contribution ra ther tha n o n 
the q uant ity of the to ta l publ ication ; and hopefully, therefore, th e out-
come was that, a ltho ugh many contribu tio n did not appear in print , 
those that di d a ppear thus prov ided an enriching literary experi ence. 
T he above, then, is in reply to the Jiff ic ulty of convert ing a ·'take 
it with you: it's free·· audience to a ·'read it : it·s worth it" a udience. 
Be tha t a it may, it i · fur ther sugge ted that the c few who do read 
the Qr/{/rferly, do so with re erva ti ons. 
One grieva nce is the p reponderance of staff-\Hittc n a rticl es in each 
is ue, the im pl ication be ing that article ubmi tted to the Q uarterly fro m 
the Universi ty a t large arc com.cquent ly rejected for lack o f space . 
F ir t I sta te th at sta ff a rt icle have also been rejected. Then l commiser-
ate (ma ny art icles a rc nonetheless staff-written) and then repl y: are 
~taff mem bers the refore ob li ged to re frai n from ~ u bm i tting materi al fo r 
publication? T he basis for th is ques tio n IS this: in each o f the pas t 
issues, the Q rrar1erly has prin ted every arl icle srthmined whic h it has 
judcicd worth y o f prin ting. Shou ld more materi al have been avail able 
fo r an iss ue a nd bo uld that materi al have been deservin g of publication, 
it ''ou' d have been p rin ted. T he s it ua tio n i th at s imple. 
However, th is criticism bri ngs up a further po int. John Carroll 
Universit y numbers abo ut fo ur thousa nd students in its tota l enroll ment. 
O f th at four tho usa nd, nin e tudents wo rk on the Q uarterly staff an d 
abo ut th irty other - the estim ate is rashl y liberal - have submitted 
con tri butions to the Q uanerly it elf. Not excell ing in the m ath ematical 
a rt s, 1 refrain from the in volved com pututio n ; nonet heless, I have the 
d i tinct int ui tion tha t a ra ther large number of the student body is 
offering so mewhat les th an a n overwhe lming respon e in support of 
the magazine. 
My point, then, is t hi . Objections have been ra ised that much of 
what goes in to an issue of the Quarterly does not p rovoke any appre-
c iable interest in the of-l ate-much-eli cussed Carroll m an (or woman). 
H owever, li tt le else results - save for objection . lt seems to me that 
if I thought a publication open to general communication and contribu-
tio n was deficient in p roviding m aterial of universal appeal, I would 
no t o nl y co mmunicate this valid objection but also contribute m aterial 
to alte r the situation . N ow co mmunicatio n bas existed ; contribution, 
ho wever , appea rs to be yet in its dorm ant stage. And so I repeat the 
plea I m ade in the first iss ue of this volume, not for m y benefit but for 
the benefit of next yea r's editor and next year's student body : 
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As a literary orga n represent ing john Carroll Uni vers ity, the Carroll Quarrerly 
not onl y deserves but demands the highest li terary excellence. Repeated ly 
the goal of John Carroll University has been equated w ith the pursuit of 
excellence, in both con\'ersa tion and convoca tion. T he aim and idea l of the 
Quartedy is identica l. 
H owe ver, aims and ideals, w hen translated into works and realines, 
are often found lacking. Consequentl y, not empty assent but wholehearted 
cooperation from student, alumnus, and faculty member ali ke is req ui red. 
.\nd the nu.:d b ur~cnt. If the {}11arterly I' tn tmpro\C, tf It 1~ to attun 
any grade of l!tcrJry worth, 1l 1t 1' to hn:cunc 1'1 tht· ... hgh~t·,t deg-rrc ;I trul~ 
liH:r.try pubi Ka twn, then your aHI I' .1 mu ... t. \\'~thnut \'oUJ (Oiltnhuuun ... , 
the Qnarterly 1> hdpk''· 
I efen::nce 11 as made, in the previous quotation. to convocations. 
Becau5c of a lack of interest on the part of the ~tudent body which 
in turn was due to a lack of appeal on the part of the convocations, 
the~e have been discontinued. Whether this action wa the correct one 
is be ide the point: the equivalent must nc,'er and will never be true of 
the Carroll Quarterly . Indeed , the recent Mock Convention witnesses the 
success that a student endeavor can attain, should it be properly man-
aged and supported. This is all that the Quarterly a k : your ass istance 
to determine proper management, and your support to provide a stimu-
la tin g publication. With the a sistance an J support of the student body, 
the Quarterly can provide both interest for and appeal to the student 
body. However, to ach ieve this end, the Quarterly requires that as istance 
and that support. 
In retro pcct, therefore, it would seem that I have failed to attain 
my initi al goal of transforming the Quarterly into a truly literary mag-
azine. This I deeply regret: I, no le s than any man, receive little 
satisfaction from failure. onethele s, both as a defense for the past 
i sues of the Quarterly a nd as a petition for th e future issue of the 
publication, I submit the following pages of this number for considera-
tion. Reseponse to the contest sponsored by the Quarterly has been 
tremendous; and because of thi fact , 1 feel that this last issue of the 
year's vol ume can truly be said to constitute the ideal toward which 
all my efforts have striven. For the first time thi year the Quarterly 
has really been able to select, and select discriminatingly, the art icles 
it desired to print ; con equently, for the fir t time this year the Quarterly 
is able to publish an issue that is totall y worthy of your attention. I 
submit, therefore, the following i sue with its prize-winning articles 
for your consideration, and clo e with the concluding remark of my 
fir t editorial: 
What remains, what results, is tn your hand 
Ste ven J. Lautermilch 
Editor-in-Chief 
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#VJ 
Madrid, 1959 
JAVIER COY 
tra nslated by An th o ny Prosen, S.J. 
Gone from m e is the jubilee 
of coming to realize true love. 
Of delivering up a life 
to a life. 
without seeking recompen~·e 
and encountering one to y ield to me 
without baiting m e for my gift. 
N ot fo r m e 
does a destiny loom 
of a partnership of suffering. 
M y sorrow is sterile 
senseless and relentless 
M y respite is deathlessness. 
(A nd life is a Y es 
dragged out in fe rtile repetition) 
I am yoked to a world 
which revolves around th e 
singular and remote. 
Ahandoned 
lik e a helm without a ship 
like a painter without the moon 
or m y eyes without tears. 
Prize Story ... 
Homo Viator 
JOH J. COVOLO 
I 
Now he was sitting in France ca's House of Spaghetti. The great 
black blade of an old-fashioned ceiling fan were whirling, windmill-like, 
O\ cr his head, pouring down on him streams of hot stale air. He per-
sp ired steadily and the yellow seersucker shirt he wore was st uck to his 
sk in. With one finger he played in the little puddles of water and whiskey 
he had spilled on the table. He seemed to be trying to draw them to-
gether, to form the liquid blobs into some kind of cohesive pattern. 
Across the room and directly opposite him tood a jukebox: the harsh 
red , blues, and yellows of its lighted in sides hurt his eyes, so that fre-
quently he made a compulsive visoring gesture with a shaky hand. 
Someone-his eye were watering now and he could not tell wheth-
er it wa a man or woman-walked over to the jukebox and made 
a selection. It was a song called ·'Auf Wiedersehn ," and the husky voice 
of the female vocalist broke over him in waves of the most mawkish 
sentimentality. He felt like weeping. The vo ice on the recording remind-
ed him of another voice, of another time; but his brain seemed clouded, 
somehow his thoughts were coming disconnectedl y, and he could not 
place that other voice, that other time. Then it came to him . . . It wa 
the voice of the woman who had sung at his uncle's wedding, years and 
years ago (in the 1940's it must have been) when he was just a boy. In 
his mind's eye he still had a vivid image of that woman: she was a big 
woman, big-busted and big-hipped, and she wore a dress of chartreuse 
silk with white polka dots dancing all over it. All night long she stood 
on the platform set up at one end of the hall, singing and singing in her 
deep throaty voice into a clumsy old-fashioned microphone. She never 
stopped singing, it seemed to him; only paused now and then to drink 
down in one swallow a huge glassful of beer, which she would sweat out 
during her next song. And he, a boy then, stood under the platform 
watching her, never taking his eyes off her. Somehow be was fascinated 
by her and he loved her somehow-her bigness, her man's voice, her 
polka-dot dress, her vulgarity .... 
When Francesca came up to his table, breaking off his reverie, he 
wondered how long ago the last jukebox "Auf Wiedersehn" had been 
sung. 
"Homo Viator" by fohn f. Covolo appeared in the first number of this year's volume of 
the QUARTERLY under the penname of Gian del Ponte and is !Jere reprinted as the 
QUARTERLY'S selection for the contest winner in the short story. fudged to be the 
contribution of highest literary worth, " Homo Viator" will be awarded a prize of fifty 
dollars. 
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"Wh) not call it a night. 1clT' she said . 
"What? Oh. Yes. 1 ~uppose so ... Talking eemed trange to him: it 
took him a while to find his vo ice. "How long've I been here, anyway?" 
"Too long, honey. Better get home and get some sleep." 
'· How much do I owe you?" 
" ever mind now. We can take care of that tomorrow." 
He started to rise from his chair, and feeling himself unsteady he 
gripped the edge of the table with his hands. One hand sl ipped; his body 
went lax and slumped over the table. 
"Say, honey you ain't too teady," Francesca said. ''Want to come 
down to the kitchen and have a cup of coffee before you go?" 
" o, no, I'll be all right once I get outside.'' 
"Sure. Bye, Mel. Sleep tight." 
II 
Just opposite Francesca's House of Spaghetti, on the other side of 
the street, the Round Top, highe t point in Caithness County and third 
highest in the whole of we tern Pennsylvania, began steeply to ri e. It 
rose sheerly, walling in as it were one side of the town. At its summit was 
a clump of six or seven enormous trees, the top branches of some of 
them much mangled by lightning storms and the gnarled roots of others 
hanging out in the air like chicken feet where the soil had been washed 
away. Below the trees there jutted out a pile of rocks and boulders, and 
it was probably these rocks and boulders that gave the Round Top its 
look of a Scottish crag. Indeed, it may have been because of this craggy 
look that the surrounding country had been named, perhaps two hundred 
yea rs ago by some enterprising Scot, Caithness. 
Mel Trask stood in the front of Francesca's House of Spaghetti, 
regarding the Round Top. The neon sign above the doorway threw a 
garish light on his face, giving it a sickly pallor; his temples shone very 
wh ite. But he felt a little better now that he was outside and breathing 
the keen night air. Steadily he fixed his gaze on the Round Top and he 
thought he could make out a red light flickering at a point below the 
huge trees and just above the pile of rocks. And he was eized with a 
desire to climb the Round Top, right then and there; it was as though 
the little red light, fixed so high up above the town, were beckoning to 
him. 
He didn 't hesitate, but crossed the street and began climbing. Almost 
immediately his breath was coming in short pants and there was a nag-
ging stitch in his side. He felt himself break out in a sweat, and as be 
climbed higher, ascending the steep slope like an animal on all fours, 
a giddiness came over him. Soon he was under the rock-pile; he clam-
bered around to the side and up, and there before him, on a little flat 
space atop the rock and beneath the over-banging trees, were two girls 
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sitting near a dying fire. Seeing him, they both let out mall tifled 
scream ; then seeing he moved no nearer, they sat ~ilent and motionles , 
watching him . 
•le knew them. They were both girls he'd seen about the town. The 
one girl was very hunchbacked; and it gave him pain to see her there 
now, all hunched up beside the fire wearing a ragged green sweater over 
her rounded shoulders. The other girl was a negro; he had heard much 
ta lk about her in town. Her name was Schnooks and he lived with her 
family in a shack about three miles from the town ; she wa a good house-
worker, they said, and you could get her for pr.tctically nothing. Mel 
was surprised to sec them together. Sitting there, near that meagre fire, 
toasting marshmallows on long whittled stick , they made rise in him 
an indefinable sadness. He felt orry for them; and at the same time they 
disgusted him. Likes allract , he thought. 
Without speaking a word to the two girls- the two girls who seemed 
somehow to be beckoning to him and who e beckoning filled him only 
with a loathing pity-he :umed and started down the Round Top at 
breakneck speed. 
Ill 
Underfoot were five or six of Mis Williamson 's cat , and mounting 
the tairs to his room he had to kick them aside. The cats snarled angrily 
at the pantlegs disturbing their sleep. Almost at the top of the stairs his 
giddines flooded over him again, so that he shoved both arms out against 
the walls of the narrow stairway, bracing himself . A gritty distemper 
rubbed off on his fingers . 
"Js that you, Mr. Trask?" 
The landlady's door had opened across the hall, and her lumpy 
wrappered form filled the lighted doorway. 
"Ye , Miss Williamson. Just coming in." 
"H 'm. So 1 see." 
' 'Sorry about the cats." 
'·You're white as a ghost, Mr. Trask. Anything wrong?" 
"No, nothing. Sorry I disturbed you. Good night." 
He turned down the passage towards his room, but her voice com-
ing unexpectedly sharp, caught him up--
"Mr. Trask, what are you doing here?" 
"Here?" He wheeled around, facing her now under the dim light-
bulb that burned overhead. 
"Here, Mr. Trask. In this town?" 
"Oh. othing much , I suppose. I'm a wanderer, Miss Williamson, 
and a wanderer has to be someplace." He hesitated. '·Is there any special 
rea on why you ask?" 
"No, no, nothing special. It's just that folks is beginning to wonder 
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what you're doing her", and when they ask me about you, well, you 
understand. l mean, they expect a Jandlady'll know about her boarders-" 
··1 sec," he broke her off. "Excuse me, J"m very tired.'" And with 
that he bolted dov.n the passage int his room. 
Fully clothed, he fell lace-downwards on the bed; biting hard into 
the pillow, he nevertheless Jet escape a little anguished cry. For a minute 
or ~o he eemed to be carrying on a struggle with himself; till finally, 
teeth clenched, he turned over on his back and Jay stHring at the oblong 
patterns of light cast on the ceiling by traffic in the street below. 
Sleep did not come. So he lay there, wide awa ke and dry-eyed, as 
though immersed in though t; he began to chain-smoke. 
Later he rose, wa hed up a bit out of the basin on the nightstand, 
and took out of his uitcase a tall ledger-l ike book. Using the night-stand 
a. a wri ting table and sitting on the edge of the brass bed, he began to 
write. 
IV 
From the diary of Mel Tra k 
T ime to move on again. 
Why did I ever come to this pia e? ft is so hideously ugly, all of it-
the town, the people, the abandoned m ine shafts that are like sores on 
the surround ing countryside. In my th ree weeks here 1 bel ieve l have 
een some rep resentation of all the kinds of evil that exists in the world. 
I m ust go and l must go far. o good to move on to another o( these 
small coal town . But where shall l go? l there any place on thi earth 
where I can be happy, where I can find peace and an end to my wander-
ing at Ia t? 1 o, probably not; and why do I still sea rch fo r this thing 
happine s when T long ago came to the concl usion that it doe not exist? 
But it i time to go and l must go: I know it is time to go fo r the towns-
people are beginn ing to wonder a bout me and ask q uestion . That is a l-
way the sure ign tha t one must move on. In the ci ty no one will bother 
about me; one can live there as though one were in a desert. So then 
s hould I go back to the c ity? Ye , 1 suppose so. A great mi take to have 
thought that by coming to a small town I sho ul d at least be able to fi nd 
a home, a place where 1 belonged. In this place I have been more miser-
able, more ad ri ft and un belonging, than ever. H ow ironical that this 
town shoul d have "--haven" in its name! 
A nd it was a great mistake l made in the beginning when I thought 
that by wanderi ng, by traveling the wo rld, I would be able to "find my-
elf," to know the world and in knowing it know myself . If only then I 
had known what I know now, I should never have left home. Horne? 
Where is home? I have fo rgotten . 
Tonight my soul -sickness (wha t else can 1 ca ll it?) reached the point 
where I thought I should die for the adness within me. My one consola-
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ti on \\as repe ating to myself those v.ord irom the Ma s that have stuck 
in my mind since earliest childhood: Quare tristis es anima 111ea, et quare 
conturbas me? J got drunk and later drove myself to great phy ical 
c.xertion- all to forget , to lose myself somehow. And then I saw tho e 
two lonely creatures toasting marshmallows on th at hill ide, and all the 
old rcvul ion for the human condition rewrncd to me, welled up in me 
aga in so that J thought something would snap inside me. At that one 
terrible moment I really thought I was losing my mind. Odd to say, but 
there arc times when I feel I wont to lose my mind , to embrace madness 
willingl y. While they last the c a rc joyous ecstatic moments, but a oon 
as they pa s I am te rrified- terrified at my own thou ghts-a nd I feel 
ashamed and hate myself. 
What hell life is. 
ow I don 't "' ant to think an y more. I want now m rel y to function 
as an animal being. l want just to content myself with the logistics of 
moving on , hoping th at pcrhap in motion I can find some rest .... 
Am I doomed forever to be a wanderer on the face of the earth? 
v 
ow he was sitting in a barroom in some great city of the world. He 
could not say which city. Outside, in the night, there were periodic rum-
bles, as of a subway; so that he might be in Wellington, ew Zealand, 
which, he knew from having in childhood pored over travel books, was a 
city of subway and trolleys and tunnels. Or he might be in Cleveland, 
Ohio, U.S.A., sitting in a bar located near a station of the Rapid Transit. 
But no, he could not be certain where he was . or did it seem to matter 
much. 
Sitting there (wherever he was) he tried to make some simple calcu-
lations-such as: through what fractional part of a century had he lived? 
how many provinces were there in Canada? how did one work out a 
square root?-feeling, perhaps, that bigger questio'ls would, in the end, 
elude him anyway, no matter how much thought he hould bring to bear 
on them. But even his simpler propositions were baffling him; he was 
getting nowhere with them. He couldn't think , not any more. 
He let his mind drift. Someone had blown a curl of smoke in front 
of his eyes, and that curl of smoke was, for the moment, like his mind-
out ide of him and drifting away. And in drifting, his mind, like the 
tobacco smoke, seemed actually to become part of that place-of the 
atmosphere, of the windmill fan overhead, of the sawdust floor, of the 
subway rumblings outside in the night. It was, indeed, as though his 
spirit-Mel Trask the wayfarer's-were, at last, reaching home. 
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Maturity 
JOH McMAHON 
Cap' ring clowns 
Carousel, 
Candied apples, 
Fun to sell, 
Synthetic fun, 
Made by those 
Who cannot smile, 
Laughter's foes. 
Laugh, my child, 
While you do not know; 
Enjoy, my boy, 
The slapstick show. 
Hurdy-gurdy and circus fires 
Blur the dep 1hs of Night-
But what can blur !he Day? 
H urdy-gurdy grinds to halt, 
Fires wink their last: 
Fantasy fades, til one young laugh is left 
Alone. 
Why rush him off so, Father? 
Is naivete such a bother? 
Laugh a while, little one-
But no, it's gone, it's done. 
All is stark clear 
To the sun-rise seer-
No cause is left for laughter. 
John McMahon, now a junior here at Carroll, resides at his home in Cleveland. 
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Prize Poem ... 
LINNEA ELLS MERE 
I shall 
Take down the lightning from the sky 
Take it down 
And bury it deep in the breast of the earth, 
And take down the stars, one by one 
Until- there is only darkness left. 
If in this deep My-created solemnity 
You reach out across the oceans of space 
And take hold of Me, 
I will be the light 
I will be the lantern by which you see 
I will flame up tortuously 
And open up this darkest night into day, 
The light will run ragged from these parched lips 
Will fly out surrounding you, 
I will pull you down into Me 
Into the buming core that is M e. 
Though the lightning now is forever gone 
I laboriously, for you, replace each star 
While a small and careful voice cries within Me ... 
This is a beginning 
This is the beginning . ... 
"'#33"" by Linnett E/lsmere, tu!JO has upprared in earlier i.<mes of the QUARTERLY 
1111d" the initials L.R.E., is here reprinted as the QUARTERLY'S choia for the co11Ust 
tuitlller in poetry. Miss Ellsmere, who is majo•·ing in tlu· classics and is cllrrently a 
st11dr111 of the Er,ening College at Can·o/1. will •·rccit'e an 11 11111rd of ttuenty-fiiiC do/lm·s. 
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City Scenes at Dusk 
PAUL A. RAMPE 
Nets bmslt last puddles between planks of wharves that shore white 
fishing fleets, gently sighinf?, 
As crabs, clams, blue bass pass midst mist-glistenin!J. busy men 
and awnings 
And f?lemn orange when strings of bulbs and /an/ems light 
as shadows step another foot. 
Turquoise and saffron and jade brocade set off soft shoulders 
and bouffalll hair 
As escons' puffs of cigarelles snuffed cavort among dim, ambient carvings 
While dmms and chants mingle on tables heavy with twink ling glass 
and red. candle-buttered lobster. 
As a lone, colton thread in patient swells sweep across the phoenix sky 
And its coal-glow goal radiates love and thought and fla ir, 
The Skyline Constellation transposes to the sky. 
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Prize Poem. • • 
Hands 
RICHARD TOMC 
·You h(/\·e an artist's hands," 
they told him. 
And so he built them monuments 
for crude but edible emoluments 
but in each he left his monogram 
carved with calloused hands. 
"Paint us God," 
they told him. 
And so with a mind to the mind of God 
he painted them muscle. he painted them sod 
on steeple domes 
where only God could see. 
"You are a master," 
they 10ld him, 
" W e like your hands." 
They spoke loudly, profainly, 
of David and Adam, 
raping 
with pretty words 
what he had hewn from rock 
. . with two human hands 
and love. 
How did it feel to go friendless 
when they took your hand? 
To have never spoken, 
though they quote you? 
To have faith in all 
but trust in nothing 
but your hands? 
Good God, what beautiful hands. 
Michelangelo. 
" Hands" by Richard Tome, presently a fres!Jman at Carroll u•ho resides at his home in 
Cleveland, is here printed as the QUARTERLY'S selection for contest winner in lieu of 
the prize designated, b11t 110 1 awarded, for the best essay of the year. Mr. Tome will re-
uive an award of twenty-five dollars. 
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The Servant: A Review 
TO Y KUH 
The butler has inconspicuously butled hi way across the screen 
ever since biograph days. Most of the time he goe unnoticed a a 
straight man in comedy scenes or as simply a necessary movie set fi ller 
for the male lead's screen boudoir. But not any more. The Arabs may 
have had Lawrence, but the butlers have come up ~ith Barrett. Barrett 
is a gentleman' gentleman, 1964 version, and the key figure in a novel 
by Robert Maugham which has been revised for the screen by Harold 
P in ter. 
As The Servan t opens, Barrett applies for a position with a wea lth y, 
unenergetic, yo ung Londoner named Tony. The latter is soon very 
pleased with hi s new employee's proficiency in everything from cooking 
to keeping the house in tip top condition. Exceedingly polite, exceedingly 
capable, Barrett is a butler ' bu tler. He gradua ll y reaches a point where 
he virtuall y anticipates his master's every whim . Tt is almost too much 
to find so attentive a servant these days. 
However, all is bloody smashing a far as Tony is concerned, until 
his qua i-fia ncee, Susan, decides that Barrett is not to be trusted. Jt 's a 
feeling he becomes certai n of when Barrett happens to barge in on a 
cozy fireside soc ial hour in which Susan and Tony are playing that old 
Briti sh fun ga me, getting to know you. 
fl is about thi s time that Barrett decides to query his master con-
cerning the acquisit ion of a maid . Tony agrees with his servant on the 
household defi ciency, and presto, Barrett produces a sister, Vera , who 
would love to be given a chance at this post. He quickly transports vampy 
Vera out from under the nea rest rock to fill the position of maid . It 
soon becomes obvious that Vera and Barrett are truly a loving twosome 
bu t not in the sibling fashion . That old rascal Barrett has pulled a fast 
one on his master and set up his very own Fanny Hill in the maid's 
room. The movie progresses, and so does little Vera, right onto the kitch-
en table and into a taut seduction scene with Tony as the victim. The 
nex t night roll s around, and we see Vera waving good-bye to Barrett in 
her bedroom and bustling downstairs, with her "brother's" approval, to 
the waiting arms of her master, who is quick to ask her if she is sure 
Barrett is asleep. 
This doesn't gel at all. Just what is Barrett up to? He seems a bit 
all right, you know, in a wierd sort of way, but his voice and manner 
are becoming more aloof than those of his master. And there's no mis-
taking the seeds of intense dislike which he is nourishing for Susan. He 
greets her at the door as if she were the Black Death on house calls. 
She puts flowers in one place; he swoops down and finds another spot 
T ony Kuhn, a sophomore English major at Carroll, hert! Pl"t!St"11ts his impression of T H E 
SERVANT, the latut scrt!t!n offering /rom th t! islt! that creatt!d T OM JONES. 
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for the va c. When she begins to play Queen Elizabeth to him, he react 
with Dondi. But the laughs in the audicnc:: soon top. Suddenly nothing 
is funny at all. The why and wherefore of the subversive Barrett are 
gradually made clear, and the result seems to be the manifestation of 
a demonic spirit. 
Dirk Bogard<: as Barrett deftly chang..:s from a cooing mourning 
dove, a servant con tantly attending to hi~ employer's needs, to a coarse, 
~warthy master of evil who corrupts with diligence and a satanic pro-
fessionality. At first he brushes the screen softly with his white-gloved 
butler's hand. His voice and manner are mcekne s it ·elf. But rather than 
wait to inherit the earth, Barrett speeds thing up a bit. By the end of 
the film, Bogarde's voice roar and cracks. His miles arc lewd mimic ·, 
his power of po session a complete a that of a black fog. 
Sarah Miles' Vera is a giggly, candy-munching vixen at first glance. 
The viewer, although aware of the game of hypocri y she plays, i still 
tak.en aback at the eventual emergence of a creature who happily dives 
and >pia. hcs in a pool of lust and decadence. 
Wendy Craig carefully plays Susan for all the role is worth. The 
result is that he comes quite near at times to slipping cencs out from 
under her fellow actor's feet. The viewer justifyingly looks to her to be 
the hoped-for dawn after a night of unreal dreams. 
James Fox in the role of Tony create a mi11iature Hugh Hefner. 
A passive creature from birth, Tony has no idea how to attempt a proper 
off en i\ e or defensive in regard to anything in life, but especially in 
regard to his formidable servant. The part involves a difficult meta-
morphosis from master to servant, and Fox ha res with actor Bograde 
the difficulty of bridging a gap in Harold Pinter's script. 
This gap- the first occasion of script trouble- occurs when the 
gradual progrc s of the deepening relationship between servant and 
master uddenly jolts forward too quickly. Before and after thi one 
spot , the pace is a perfect trot; but the unartistic lunge break the con-
tinuity of the plot development. 
There is one other lesser script difficulty, and it occurs at the end 
of the film. The viewer sees Susan as a girl in contact with sanity and 
reality, a symbol of normalcy amid the strangeness of the hou e and 
its inhabitants. In the final moments of the picture, her actions arc open 
to several interpretations, one of which has a right to claim superiority 
over the others. However, the scene could have been slightly more 
clearly written to add better support to Susan's path of action. Un-
fortunately, to explain further the exact actions involved would be to 
ruin the film for any future viewer. 
The art direction of the movie makes the house change in atmos-
phere from that of a subdued Playboy Club to that of a dingy, smirk-
ing brothel replete with people ugly and twisted by the evil they perfect 
as if it were an art. The excellent camera work captures the house at 
its best and follows it to its degradation. Often taking advantage of mir-
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ror reflections, the camera seems to catch the souls of the principals a 
they stand trapped in the di torting oval glass. 
Under the nearly perfect direction of Joseph Losey, The Servant 
begins as brandy, cigars, and worldline and ends a a grinning, sweaty 
descent into hell. For the viewer the film progresses from interest to 
humor and fa cination to a p ychological rack. Bizarre, wierd, and 
terrifying, 7 he Servant is quite capable of literally scaring the hell out of 
any sinner. J t is perfectly done for the most part, but recommended 
only for tho e who want to see what happens when Halloween comes 
true. 
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Pacific Memorial '41..' 45 
STEVEN SILVER 
The Dauntlesses, Avengers, and Hellcats are gone, 
The gull-winged " whispering death" whispers no more, 
And no longer do the blue white-starred craft avenge 
The day of infamy over the blood-warm Pacific. 
Past are the days of Foss, O'Hare, Swette, 
The clays of the 'Canal, Rabaul, and "The Turkey Shoot." 
When all that held the Nipponese march was the thin, 
Terribly thin, line of f lying sailors and marines. 
They fought , ask the Japanese!, and died, 
For us; died over the sea far from home; died, 
But not in vain, please God, not in vain, 
N ever in vain, unless we forget them. 
It is quiet over the Pacific, now, 
The sun sparkles diamonds in the sea, 
Magnificent, yet not great enough a monument, 
For what can be? 
!.:1 
To Dublin Beyond the Pale 
FRED KALISTER 
I 
Green-damp Isle 
Unquestioningly accepting 
A foreigner, an alien , 
Who loves you and hates you 
In the dawning hours: 
The frosty breaths 
That accompany waking, 
The curses I mutter as my 
F.eet touch the floor-
Cold and unyielding-
Inherited barrenness. 
II 
Dublin's Fair City 
Claims birth from the Danes, 
The salmony Lijjey 
A rival to the Thames 
But rain-clouds reflect 
Off gay shop-windows, 
Off prosperous smiles of a 
Brow-beaten people too 
Eager to please, to pass out 
A jag to a friend in a pub. 
III 
Sweepstakes, Lotteries, 
Prize-Bonds, Pools: 
These are the hopes 
Of a Christian people. 
But the pain of today 
Is freezing your fingers 
In your cold-water flats. 
Heap on more blankets 
To keep out the cold-
Teeth-chatter, knees-knock, 
Shiver and shrug-stop up the 
Soul from escaping this hole. 
IV 
Sure it's good times that 
Count-the dancin' and the drinkin' 
And havin' a court with a 
Fred Kaliste~·, a '62 Carroll graduate who is currently studying at the University of Dub-
lin, here presents his view i11 verse of the capital city of the leprechaun land of St. Pat. 
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l 
Red-haired, black-haired, 
/· air-haired girl who'll die 
In the nave of a nunnery. 
Keep the Commandments, 
The Sixth and the Ninth, 
While whispering shop-corners 
Viciously gossip 'bout those 
Whose flesh conquers night, 
Whose passions are stronger 
Than brimstone and fire 
Or Christ-m ockinf? mouths 
Unmercifully judging. 
Yet do I love you, 
In spite of it all. 
And this love is as 
Mysterious to me as 
v 
Sea-fog heaved from the water's breast; 
As elusive as the pearl-red twilight 
Over Dublin's soot-stained chimney's; 
As heavy upon my heart as the 
Grey-black clouds that press upon 
Steeples, spires, and domes. 
VI 
I too will become an exile, 
Loyal to you and to your memory, 
Being bound by inexplicable 
Love. 
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Extremus 
LINNEA ELLSMERE 
Sometimes I feel the earth is far too old; 
The cry of Death 
Surrounds it with his stagnant breath. 
The spring greens on, the stars still 
dawn and fade; 
The sunrise wakes with gold the sleeping 
sky, 
And moonlight mists the hi/ls,-must 
these things die? 
Has our misuse of substance stilled the land 
That ominous voices may be heard? Does this 
earth's sand 
Run short? Does each soul feel death, 
be hold the lie 
That binds us to our own hypocrisy? 
Has God with bitter hope withdrawn 
His Hand? 
Desolation 
LIN EA ELLSMERE 
Naught but the incessant wash of wave on shore, 
And raucous calls of sea gulls on the wing-
Shrill notes staccato on the ceaseless hum 
Of somber, sighing grasses swept by winds. 
No other sound. 
O'erhead the dull and leaden greying mass 
Of seething clouds, these mirrored in the sea, 
A vast expanse of ashen sand betwee11 
With clumps of beach grass, sticks of drift-wood, shells 
No other sight, 
Save overturned and warped and worn and left 
Forgotten, desolate, and derelict, 
An ancient dory- useless now, and old, 
Empty and dismal, isolated, lorn, 
An awesome sight. 
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On Top of Olympus 
RICHARD TOMC 
Crowley was hardly a novice compared with the superintellectuals 
that hemmed in the coffee-shop table. Already the debris of mental 
act ivit y - the cigarette butts, the splotches of coffee, discarded sugar 
packet , the napkins inked with heiroglyphic diagrams - littered the 
table. 
The conversation ass umed a steady drone, and except for the oc-
casional assenting nods and gru nt s of cognizance which were expected 
of him, Crowley's mind was free of the gibberi h which his companions 
~pewed indiscrimin atel y. 
Crowley examined their faces . There was Dunovan, paunchy, meaty 
Dunovan who wielded his cigarette like a scepter and spoke only in-
frequentl y so as to sound more majestically profound. Next to him sat 
the a cetic, bespectacled Peterson whose scholarly appearance cloaked 
a reptilian egomania and paranoic sense of self-righteousness. And 
then there wa Casimir Bnowalski, sensitive about hi unwieldly name, 
a title incongruous with a ll -American performances on the gridiron and 
in the classroom ali ke, and equally at ease with coach or female 
acquain tance . 
It was Bnowalski's re onant voice which broke in , '·Don 't you 
agree, Crowley?" 
"Sure J do, you're damned right!" Crowley vehement ly affirmed 
the statement he hadn't ever heard. 
·' J think Diderot put it nicely, 'Coqito, ergo sum'," pronounced 
Dunova n solemnly . 
.. Diderot like hell," Peterson smirked, "back to grammar school, 
Dunova n, that was De cartes." Dunovan tamped out his cigarette like 
it wa penance and shrugged his shoulders with mock disconcern. 
"Not to get off the subject or anything," Bnowalski said, "but what 
do yo u think of thi here new disarmament proposal?-The question 
was rhetorical, as were all the rest, because there were no real questions ; 
here there were only answers. 
And so the conversation meandered obliquely from philosophy to 
politic , fro m politics to the fine arts, from fine arts to sex , and from 
sex to who could pay the tab. 
··crowley, old man," apo trophied Dunovan to hi dirty coffee cup, 
.. got a little something for you." He stuffed the greasy check into Crow-
ley's hirt pocket. 
The three of them- the fat, dull Dunovan, spiteful little Peterson, 
and the rugged, slightly self-con cious Bnowalski - ambled amiably 
toward the door. Crowley looked again at the littered table top - the 
cigarette butts, the splotche of coffee, discarded sugar packets, the 
napkins inl..ed with heiroglyphic diagrams. He let out a long breath, 
paid the check, and followed Zeus and the lesser deities out of the 
coffee hou e. 
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Mutation 
BRUCE ASMUS 
I bid thee, Muse, to tell to me 
Of golden days long past, 
When search of knowledge was man's goal, 
And why it did not last. 
Where has the sense of values turned? 
Why has it changed its course? 
These questions bring remorse. 
Young man, the world is now pragmatic, 
And not just overnight. 
Your father and your father's father 
Did choose for you this plight. 
Though fetters be around your neck, 
Do not end your fight; 
For only you can change the world: 
I ask you if you might. 
Bruu Asmus, a Peny Heights, Ohio, residem and marketing major, is currently a junior 
at Carroll. 
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To the Stars 
STEVE SILVER 
1 
!vlan's hand, 
touched and 
shaped by 
Goddard, 
and the 
countless 
others, 
reaches 
up and 
OUI, 
into 
the vase, 
eternal, 
black velvet, 
wherein 
lays the 
cold, 
sharp, 
beauty of 
the myriad 
SIIIIS. 
11 
With a new 
generation, 
a new 
adventure, 
as the 
intricate 
power of 
infinity 
is touched 
/au/tingly, 
lightly, 
in awe, 
and 
eagerness. 
Ill 
A dream, 
old as, 
Steven Silver, afffiliated with tl1e Pershing Rifles, is a freshm an at fohn Carroll Uni -
versity. 
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young as, 
man is 
to be 
fulfilled 
as the 
diamond-stars 
reflect 
coldly 
on the 
steel 
of the 
rainbow 
flame- tailed 
craft . 
for 
we 
have cotne 
to claim 
the stars. 
Editor's Choice ... 
The Way Things Are 
ER EST DuBR UL 
You can walk the beach at Carloucl anytime, and it eems beauti-
ful. During the day you have to look at the Gulf not to see the $50,000 
homes and the rusting fence that almost shouts PRIVATE BEACH FOR 
$50,000 HOMEOWNERS. But property rights run only to the water-line, 
<md the surf belongs to anyone. All the lesser home-owner want to do 
away with the fence that turns you away from the dead fish, the beer-
cans, the used fires and leads your eye to the open water. It's un-Ameri-
can, they say. But at night, after the sun has set on the leather-tanned 
one who live on the coast, waiting for death around a shuffleboard 
court, and who love to picture their own demise to be a beautiful as 
the sun's-forgetting that the un comes up again-then, at night, the 
beach is different. The wealth is hidden in the shadows, and the litter 
melt into nature. Sand crabs race through the remnants of another 
night 's party in their lifetime scavengings. The sand itself is gentle and 
soothing as it squirts up through your toes. Even the sharp broken sea 
shells lose their sting. The retreating Gulf splashes out a rhythm that 
hypnotizes anyone who dares pay attention to it. Carloucl is a atisfying 
place to be alone. 
And alone he was as he squatted hunched on a gnarled Jog, and 
kicked at the surf, and thought it fled because it feared him. Once again 
the din of that combo echoed in his ears .... He remembered how it had 
almost drowned out his conversation .. . 
''One more year, Irv, and we'll be out." 
"I think I'll go into the Marines for four years. Hell, I'd have it 
made as an officer." 
"What do you want to go into the Marines for?" 
''I'll fly." 
"Have fun. So after four years you get out, then what?" 
''I'll swing for a year or two, and then maybe get married." 
"Get married first, and don't sweat the Uncle." 
He and Irv rambled on and on about the Service, about their girls 
who were home while they were here, about baseball which had just be-
gun its forever season, about the one who was going to graduate school 
" Tiu: Way Things Al"l:," by Ernest DeBml, reprinted with permission from tlu: Fall 
1963 isme of Xavier U11iversity "s literary publication Athenaeum, is here mbmitted at 
?lice wit/1 trust and with hope that its rendi11g will prove " rewardi11g experienu. 
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nex t year, bu t didn't sound enthused. Their ciga rette smoke lifted, and 
emptiness became apparent. 
He lapped his foot to the religious beat of a "shout" as the combo 
came on st rong. He wondered how much the young married couple 
on the da nce floor loved each other. She seemed to have a great person-
;J: ity, ami would probably be a good wife. Her husban d would make good 
a fte r he gradua ted. Maybe they wo ul d own a $5 0,000 home some day. 
He thought of hi s parents, and how he had to honor them. 
And he though t of her-so perfec t. o matter how often he had 
changed hi plan over the past three years, she always fit-
Mechanica ll y they paid fo r another beer-
So young, so aware, so . .. . Would he be a perfect husband? His 
plan. were set. He knew his job would be secure and maybe rewarding. 
He liked the profesison he had chosen . .. but it would take so damn 
long. And would she wa it? He knew if she would , he could go on- be-
come secure, live in a nice home, raise five children, and retire and die. 
Another beer rearranged his thoughts. She was not the only thing 
that drove him down thi s narrow highway. He was no longer a kid. 
Twenty-one. Four years wasted on the wrong thing? Impossible. Besides, 
he would wait. 
"There' re two." lrv motioned with a twist of his head. "Let's sit 
with 'em." 
"Them?" 
"They all look the same . .. . " 
The water was farther out now. He thought of her aga in, and if it 
could ever be pos ible. She was the one thing he was determined to 
have. And he thought of his dreams as he looked at the Gulf. He felt 
calmed, peaceful. The quiet beauty of the stars and water, the sand 
and the anim als that lived by it. He smiled as it all became what he 
wanted. There was no corruption on Carlouel , no outside factors. If only 
I could exist here alone fore ver! But he couldn't. 
As he wandered back along the serene beach, a couple came toward 
him. He carried a blanket and six-pack; he hung to him . The serenity 
broke, and crabs disappeared under racks and conch shells. 
When he reached his car he stared again at the rusting fence. Per-
haps it did have its purpose. Yet nothing would keep the beach untouch-
ed. Debris would tumble in with the wind or come floating with the 
tide. Carlouel could never remain a dream. It would have to surrender 
to stronger forces. 
And he drove home and wrote the letter he owed her. As always, 
he meant everything he wrote. 
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The Death of a Cardinal 
RICHARD T0\1C 
1 he days were longer when Roger was young, and the world bigger. 
It eemcd at times that he would always be ix years old, never to grow 
up into one of those tall, remote creatures called adults. 
The day was himmering-hot, the kind on which even the most 
providential of mothers momentarily abandon their instinctively ma-
ternal dutie and eek for themselves the coolnes of indoors and 
something icy to drink. And so it was that Roger was alone. 
H e was not a particularly mischievous child, probably because 
he was unimaginative. So when the red bundle of feathers fell from the 
sky he kept his comfortable seat on the porch steps for orne time be-
fore examining it. Cardinal were a rarity in that part of the country, 
and Roger poked the unprecedented thing cautiously with a stick sev-
eral time before be was satisfied it wa quite dead. 
Roger sat on his haunche for several minutes staring at the dead 
bird, maintaining all the while a respectful distance. It was beautiful. 
The red plumage was still supple and unruffled, and its eyes stood out 
of their black mask like anthracite embers. Roger warily touched the 
bird and then gen tly stroked it: it was soft and surprisingly light, like a 
handful of feathers. 
Roger took the little body to his mother' flower bed and there 
buried it in the soft black earth. 
Some weeks later, on the day of his , eventh birthday, Roger was 
playing near his mother's flower bed when he noticed that a number 
of rose petals were trewn on the ground, and cats-paw m ark littered 
the soft earth. 
Then Roger saw that the shallow grave had been scratched up, and 
not far from it lay what remained of a beautiful bird: the thorax was 
ripped open from belly to neck, it eyes were two black holes, and the 
beautiful red color was a motley yellowish-brown. 
Roger looked sadly down at the ravished carcass, and then wept 
for the passing of a thing of beauty. Today Roger was seven. 
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My Green and Tender Love 
JOH REZMERSKI 
Your pink flesh , 
so soft to the touch , 
yet firm, 
spotted with brown freckles 
and edged with the slightest 
touch of the palest white, 
is beyond a doubt a 
loving sensuality, 
cool and moist to the tasting 
caress of passionate nibbling lips, 
which satisfied can never be 
with your freely 
given kisses, 
0 Watermelon . 
lolw R~zmcrski, a Teaching llssociatc in English nt Carroll, bids fair for totJgtlc-in-
chcck r~nown with this /ourlt:t:TJ -Iinc f!ift j1·om the Muu of Spring. 
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To a Folk Singer 
RICHARD TOMC 
"1 am one of the pure ones," 
you tell me; 
1 question that. 
But I will not judge; 
Bias is a buddy of mine, 
And you could forsake your five and dime 
Mask of solitude 
To lead on countless adoring harpies 
to suck my blood 
and foul my food. 
II 
You could be coy 
and point to the turgid nomads, 
wide-eyed and agape, 
who too call you pure. 
But I say don't rest too heavily 
on cotton-candy souls; 
You're the hapless vagabond 
crafty spinsters chase, 
The ugly, wealthy wench 
with two dozen suitors. 
III 
But who to blame? 
Not you, Narcissus, 
you're too dumb; 
Nor them either; 
blind vipers will strike 
at anything warm. 
Blame the Faultless One 
Who polishes your lyre 
and teaches you hymns; 
For alone you can only draw flies. 
IV 
I criticize because I've seen 
what you might have been; 
35 
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A kinky-haired swear-slinking virgin 
wirh quick-silver eyes 
and a honey-gold mouth , 
idolized by doves and fawns 
ll'hO never heard of Freud . .. 
And you had to rrade it all 
For perftllne and half-dollars. 
Storm 
STEVE SILVER 
The grey-black monster crouched at one end of the valley, 
A live, its voice was the thunder of a million barbaric drums, 
And then it began to slowly stalk its way through the mountains, 
Crouched near the peaks, and leaped! 
Lightning, cast like living yellow spear, seared the air, 
As the grey, swirling body struck with a crushing wind, 
A wind, nearly solid, a wind from the whip-lashed bowels of hell, 
Engulfing its prey without mercy. 
It had the howl and wailing of a lost race, eons old, 
And claws and talons of a ripping, tearing rain , 
Each drop alive with intense and driving energy, smashing into 
Oblivion on an unyielding surface. 
It smelled as a warm, wet jungle animal, a hunting animal, 
Which , enraged at the loss of its unknown prey, 
Roared its anger at the world and stalked away, 
And the mountains licked their wounds. 
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On Graduation 
JAMES SHERIDA 
Thank God 
we grope not 
in ath eistic blindness, 
hut are we ready? 
Will we he 
Phaetonic steah 
of Sophist 
superficiality 
R eveling 
So proudly 
among empty 
esoteric shibboleths? 
Or have we reached 
heightened depth 
in kno wing th e 
common differently? 
Ha ve we learned 
intuitil'e silence 
wherein reality 
whispers? 
Can we look 
in childlike wonder? 
for awe is 
wisdom's only source 
From four long years 
of multi-colored courses 
vast knowledge 
we've attained 
But are we complete? 
are we the 
liberally educated 
fames Sheridau, a senior here at Carroll , hail; /rom Clcvelrmd and awaits a Bachelor 
of Arts degree iu the Classics. 
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whole man? 
1 he intellect 
is well honed; 
will whetted 
intellect alone suffice? 
Do we cling 
to that sonorous 
but erring 
Socratic aphorism? 
It errs, 
for naught makes 
the virtuous man 
save only deeds of virtue 
Are we yet 
lacking that wherein 
true knowledge 
truly is perfected? 
Can we echo 
Peter's thrice-told, 
yet never constant 
single reply? 
Or must we now ask, 
ere we depart, 
what was the course number 
of love? 
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A Cure for Blindness 
CARL F. GILLOMBARDO, JR. 
l specificall y aJ dre s this e~~ay to all my fell ow graduating seniors 
who have pursued a liberal arts curriculum and al o to all those under-
grad uates who have not yet selected their major program of study. On 
beha lf o f the senior I v. ill raise and , possibly, answer the question, 
"Was it a mistake fo r me to have studied liberal arts?" On behalf of 
the uncommitted undergraduates J will con ider the question, "Would 
it be fooli sh of me to wo rk towa rds the Bachelor of Arts degree?" 
Many seniors are di sheartened by the mantle of forgetfulness which 
~eems to fall over the myri ad detail that they once "mastered" in earlier 
courses. For instance, how many senior Engli sh majors can recall the 
number of stories told in Chaucer"s Canterbury Tales? Or how many 
senior history majors remember the terms of the Peace of Westphalia? 
Or how many senio r in philosophy can recollect the major tenets in 
the teachings of Epictetus? And we can expect the passage of years to 
hopelessly obliterate our remembrance of all such details. Can it then 
be said that when the last fragment of detailed knowledge is lost to our 
memory we have been stripped naked of our liberal education? Yes, 
if we hold that the essence of a liberal education is the imparting to the 
student of discrete elements of knowledge (as is true of many technical 
fields of education). But the answer to that question is a resounding NO 
if we truly comprehend the nature of the liberal arts. And this we will 
discuss in a moment. 
When the graduating senior asks himself, "Was it a mistake for me 
to have majored in liberal arts?" he is concerned about more than his 
proclivity to forget details. Let's not gloss over the cold facts. Most 
college graduates don' t go on to graduate or professional study, so they 
must concern themselves with earning a living. Company executives 
sing the praises of the liberally educated man, but the personnel depart-
ment and it recruiters seem clearly to favor graduates who have 
pecialized in business, science, or engineering. I refuse to minimize the 
importance of this paradox, because I view it as a manifestation of our 
nation's changing values. America, in my opinion, is becoming mesmer-
ized by its economic might. She tends to view her role on the international 
level as one of a technological deus ex machina for the "underdeveloped 
nations." On the national scene, America is becoming obsessed with 
material prosperity, and the notion of law as the protectress of the com-
mon man's equal right to opportunity has shifted to a notion of law as 
the guarantor of the common man' right to equal happiness. It is not 
my purpose to criticize this metamorphosis in legal,.reasoning. Nor is it 
my intention to attack our country's role among other nations. But I 
do wish to call your attention to this country's growing preoccupation 
with the possession of things rather than the doing of things. It is clear, 
therefore, that in a nation oriented towards the production of consumer 
goods, corporations are constrained to favor a trainee who is eager to 
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bend his mind towards improvement, the manufacture, the marketing, 
or the accounting of its products. Shake pearc ha yet to produce a 
better mousetrap at a lower cost. But make no mistake about it, Shake-
pcare's imagination and his wisdom concerning human nature could 
probably spark miracles for Mou:,etrap, Inc. And that is why Mousetrap, 
lnc. is willing to hire a liberal art man; anct that is why executives extol 
the liberal arts. The trick i for the liberal arts graduate to attain a 
high enough position in the company so that his imagination and wisdom 
arc beneficial to the firm. So the graduating Engli h major may have a 
more painful start in business that the accountant, but the liberal artist 
has greater potentialitie at the executive level. 
We have seen that the occasional misgiving of the liberal arts 
graduate concerning his curriculum choice usually ari e from his "losing 
a grip" on mo t details once known and from his initial difficulty in 
employment. A different etiology must be assigned to the undecided 
undergraduate's question, "Would it be foolish for me to work towards 
a liberal arts degree?" 
college underclassman is usually deterred from majoring in a 
liberal arts cour e by one of three su picions. First, he suspects that 
the liberal art are out of date. After all, most of the great writers and 
philosophers come from a prescientific, preindustrial era. What could 
Aristotle, writing before Christ in a tiny Greek city-state, tell me that 
is of moment to the Atomic Age? I answer that the changes which have 
occurred from the time of Aristotle to the present are merely accidental 
changes. What is immutable is the nature of man and his basic prob-
lems. Man ha always wrestled with the great questions: What is the 
good life? Is there a God? What is a good state? What i man's nature 
and destiny? These gnawing questions have persisted even to the pres-
ent day, and the stand which our contemporaries take on these is ues 
determines the kind of society that will exist. The chasm that separates 
u from Communi m is greater and more profound than the difference 
between totalitarianism and private ownership. Rather, the two ideologic 
arc inimical because they answer the great questions differently. What 
i man's nature and destiny? Communi m insists that man is only ma-
terial and that his destiny is to identify himself with the "generic man" 
and work for the material progress of this apotheosized human race. The 
free West has not yet abandoned its faith in man's spiritual destiny, and 
this is its essential difference from Communism. So even the cold war 
must be understood in the light of the great questions. The great think-
ers who form the core of a liberal arts curriculum wrote down their 
discussion of these persistent questions. Is it logical to spurn the light 
of their wisdom on the grounds that they lived in far-off time ? 
All over the globe men are shaking their nations out of an economic 
slumber. They are determined to share in the technology which has 
brought prosperity to the West. This promises to be one of the most 
spectacular movements in history, but most of us will agree upon one 
thing: man does not know bow to deal with it. Prospects for increased 
cooperation and interdependence among nations as well as hopes for a 
peaceful world community hinge upon man's :1bility to achieve real 
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unit). But only the liberal arts arc chief!) concerned with man·s im-
mutable nature and his recurrent problems; thus the liberal arts hine 
out as the great unifying force available to us today. How could the 
liberal arts be out of date when they extend to us the hope of distinguish-
ing: a \ iciou\ world I rom a good one and 1 changtng one into the othcr'7 
rhc sc.: nd suspicion that an undcrcl~t:"man harbor concerning the 
Iibera! arts is that they are disorg<.nized. He fears that he will not know 
any discipline, but only a smattering of g·~ncral ubjects. It hould be 
noted, howe\ cr, that liberal arts rightly ign re the arbitrary and con-
s~antl) shifting division of knowledge into tiny provinces. The truth is 
an indivisible 'A hole, and the fragmentation of the search for truth into 
various disciplines is done for the ake of convenience. Therefore, what 
at first glance seemed to be an aimlc sness in the liberal art turns out 
to be a parochialism in the more spccializ.::d curricula. 
The third and final suspicion that an underclassman has rega rding 
the liberal arts is that they impart no genuine skill to the student. ow 
this uncertainty about the purpose of the liberal arts neatly coincides 
with the fear of some senior that houiJ they forget all the detailed 
kno'A ledge that was acquired in college they would then be trip red of 
their liberal education. So it is appropriate that we now consider both 
the postponed question about the possibility of ever "losing" a liberal 
education once it has been acquired and the seeming fai lu re to acquire 
any genuine skill by studying the liberal art . 
Before we worry about lo ing a liberal education, we should worry 
about gaining it. And in examin ing the method of acquisition we should 
discO\ cr what sk ills the liberal education impart . 
One does not acquire a liberal education by memorization. or 
docs one employ only empirical research and fir thand observation. or 
does a liberal education come to a seasoned world traveler who has 
sur eyed the human condition from the teem ing slum around Mexico 
City to the winter palaces of Samarkand. Perhaps John Henry Newman 
phra ed it most uccinctly when he said that, "liberal education and 
liberal pursuit are exercises of mi nd, of rea on, of reflection ." Newman 
makes it clear that liberal education stands on its O\~ n pretensio ns a nd 
refu es to be informed by any other end. rn other words, the purpose 
of liberal educatio n is to produce kno wledge. But we speak of a special 
kind of knowledge - an individ ua l, permanent, and p hilosophical knowl-
edge that concerns itself with genera l ideas. So that the liberal arts 
should educate "the in tellect to rea o n wel l in all matter , to reach o ut 
towards truth, a nd to grasp it." 
Mi ndful of the purpose of a liberal ed ucation, the liberal arts cur-
riculum shoul d adopt a very special method. The curriculum sho uld be 
careful to encourage wide reading in a variety of serio us subjects. It 
sho uld enjoin tudents to propound their studied opinio n o n these sub-
jects. l t should insti ll in the student not ju t a cognizance of but, mo re 
impo rtantly, a lik ing fo r literature, music, t he f ine ar ts, and conversa-
t ion. The days of rote memory and passive receptio n of information 
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should he end d "hen the liberal art - begin, becau5e we arc after an 
enlargement and perfecting of the intellect rather than a stuffing of it 
as a taxidermist might tuff an antelope head_ 
u what kills ha the liberal arti t acquired? Bearing in mind the 
fact that a liberal education merely begin in college but really develops 
throughout a lifetime, we c;,n say that the liberally educated man has a 
mind that can operate well in all fields, He may be a specialist. But he 
can understand anything of importance that is aid in any field, and he 
can u5e the knowledge of one fic!d to shed light upon his own field. 
The liberally educated man is at home in both the world of ideas and 
the world of practical affairs. He may not like what he sees in the prac-
tical realm, but he nevertheless understands it and perhap work to 
change it. Stated simply, the liberal artist learns to think, peak, read, 
write, listen, and understand. And every civilized man is expected to do 
all of these things. So the question is not whether you hould be a lib-
eral artist, but rather \~ hethcr you should be a good liberal arti t or a 
poor one. 
Finally, we sec that a senior' fear of "losing" his liberal education 
is groundless, even though he may well forget the discrete details that 
he once knew so well. A liberal education cannot be " lost" becau c it 
is continuou ; it is a lifetime process that needs no refresher cour cs. 
But it is a process that crave nouri hmcnt through reading, conver a-
tion , and reflection on serious matters. 
A man's imagination ought to be sparked frequently by contact 
with the great works of imagination. A man ought to train towards the 
limit of his education except in a formal sense. Liberal education ought 
to end only with life itself. 
Adam Smith insisted: "A man without the proper use of the in-
tellectual faculties of a man, is, if possible, more contemptible than even 
a coward, and seems to be mutilated and deformed in a still more 
essential part of the character of human nature. The torpor of his mind 
renders him not only incapable of relishing or bearing a part in any 
rational conversation, but of conceiving any generous, noble, or tender 
sentiment, and consequently even of forming any just judgment con-
cerning many of the ordinary duties of private li fe." 
Man is so often tied down to the commonplace that he needs great 
literature to uplift him. When we travel in the company of eminent 
thinkers, we are still in the ordinary world, but this world is transfigured 
and seen through the eyes of wisdom and genius. And some of their 
wisdom becomes our own. The aim of liberal education is human ex-
cellence. It works to perfect the private man and the political man, 
who is a citizen. It views man as an end, not as a tool; and it considers 
the end of life, not the means to it. Hence, it is the education of free 
men . Other types of education, at best, train man to be a useful servant 
to society; they concern themselves with the means to life, with earning 
a living, rather than with the meaning of life. We, as a nation, are ap-
proaching the era of widespread leisure and education. Could it be 
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possible that we have been running m the race of progress so long that 
we have forgotten the finish line? 
To the extent that the liberal arts open our minds to the search 
for truth, we have found a cure for ignorance. To the extent that liberal 
education opens our hearts to the dignity and equality of our fellow 
man, we have found a cure for bigotry. And to the extent that the liberal 
arts open our eyes to the order and beauty of creation, we have found 
a cure for blindness. 
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